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A numerical study is mcdc of' the vertical accelerations due to structural 
vibrations of a slender aircraft flow in continuous turbulence. Tho basic 
aircraft oonfigurntion oonsidorcd is that used in Previous acroelastic studies, 
but the analysis is extended to cover the effects of aircraft size, airframe 
stiffness, wing loading, lift slope end speed and altitude of flight. 

cl;ly tk' f.L- I '--t-t strut 5~5. mcdo i s ~:'i.udZcd in 301~ detail, but the order 
of the effeots of the rigid body mode and higher structural modes are investi- 
Gatcd a130. 

It is conoludod, that for a configuration approximating to a future super- 
sonic trmsport design, the vertionl vibrations should be quite scccptable for 
passengers but, in some conditions may -impair CroK efficiency. 
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I INTRODUCTIOM --x_.---- 

The aeroelastic proper-tics of a slender aircraft, a oonfiguration envisaged 
for the supersonic transport aircraft, have already rcccivod considerable 

attention'-'O. The effect s of aeroelasticity on this aircraft's static and 
manoeuvre margins, elevator poncr, flutter characteristics etc. have been 
studied to some extent and after an initi‘al and rather confu3cd period, those 

a properties are now reasonably well understood. It is believed, that if the 
t acroelasticity is seriously considered in the design stage, it should not lead 

to any special difficulties, or weight penalties. Also a recent, preliminary 
'S study of the aeroelastic effects of gust loadslo has sho:-rn that this oonfigur- 

ation should not be wor3c, and might be won hotter than more conventional 
airora& of a comparable size. 

Ono nnpeot of the acroelastic propGrti.es of a slender aircraft which has 
not as got received any consideration, is structural vibration, and the effect 
of the vibrational oharaoteristics on passcngcr and orew comfort, 

The normal modes and frcquenoies of vibration, of a slender aircraft are 

not dissimilar from the corresponding modo3 of a conventional wing, except that 
the modes of a slender aircraft involvc m:inly lengthwise bending, while the 
modes of a oonvontionnl unslrcpt wing arc prodominantly in a spansize direction, 
Also the aorodjmamic loading is predominantly distributed along the length of a 
slender aircraft, and along the span of a conventional ning. Thus, the slender 
wing nii.ght bc looked upon as u couvcnti.cj~~,il amine, but flying "sidc~mys", and 
hcnoo, the Vci.hla.ti.or&l pr~wper tic:; 02 a olender caircraf't in turbulent air might 
be OGmparod to those of a conventional wi.n.g, It should be noticed however, 
tllat the crew in situated very close to tho nose of the slondor niror,af't, in a 
position correspondinS to ono situntod near the tip of a conventional viing,and 
ve knou f ram c-,xporionce tic,+ tllo vibrational environment of the r-ring tip is 
definitely not 3uita~ilc for tho ore:< compartment. 

c 

. 

In addition it can be ar;ucd, tllst because the direction of flight is 
along the main vibrationcl modes of a slender aircraft, the excitation of 
these mode3 by the turbulent air should be larger than the corresponding 
excitation of a conventional cring. Further, for one particular mode, tho oon- 
vontkna2. >.-;:ihSp e h&3 only 0I.o TeSOlXzllt frequency, UmCly the Prcqucncy corres- 
ponding to the natural frequency of this particular mode, say f c,p.s., and 
this re3onant frequency KU. correspond to a rc3onant turbulont'r;avelen~;th 

v = "Z.-a 
X1 f, ) whore V is the forward truo speed in ft set -1 . The slender aircraft 

however has apparently two "resonant" navclongths corres onding to one vibra- 
tional mode, Ono, P is the oclf-evident navelength X, = r- corresponding to 

I 
the natural frequency of this mode f,, and the other arises from the mode of 

excitation. This phonomonn i3 illustrated in Fig,?. Let us assume that the 
slender aircraft is flying through continuous turbulence, which can be regarded 
a3 composed of all possible wavelengths. The distribution of energy, or gust 
velocities, among the wavclcngths, is dcfined by the power spectrum density of 
turbulence. It can be seen from Fig.1 that the shape of, say, tho first 
fundamental mode is very similar to part of a sinusoidal wave; it is possible 



therefore, that there is a range of turbulence navelcngths I-,-hich nil1 "fit 
best" to the modal shape (and associated lift distribution), and so lead 
to much larger excitation in this particular travelength band, thm for any 
other wavelengths. It rjould then Pollo~ that the forcing function of the 
turbulence for a given mode will have are11 defined maxima at some particular 
wavelengths of the order of multiples of the aircraft, length &. Therefore, 
the response of a particular mode to the atmospheric turbulence, plotted 
against frequency (or wavelength) e.g. power spectral density of acceleration, 
may have Tao peaks, one corresponding to true resonance frequency f,' and the 

other corresponding tomaximum cxcitstion, say f exe l 

Assuming that the maximum 

excitation occurs at a vravelength hcxc = k x 4, where k is some numerical 

constant, tine second peak frequency is'fexc v 
= T; ‘j,--= l Hence there will 

. 
exist some speed where tho two apparent resonance frequencies will coincide, 

&,= fl ' loading to larger vibrations, than mould have been experienced 
ssme turbulcnco, if the slender aircraft was flying "broadside", as a 

conventional ning. This is the same phenomenon, which leads to a large 
"dynamic ovorshoot factor" on the gust loads of the order of 3. (Ref.10.) 

It can be seen from the above argument that one may expect the vibration 
amplitudi:s of a slender aircr,zf t when flown in turbulent air, to bc of such 
magnitude, that they may prove to be prohibitive not only from the point of 
vievr of comf'crt, but even from safety11 considerations. 

The object of this note is to assess theoretically the order of 
magnitude of the vibrations ozpcctcd in turbulent air, At this stngo there 
is no point in making cxtonsivc and very sccurcto studies, as ho do not know 
the acroelastic proper-tics of the actual dcsign, Por the purposes c;f2tps 
study, the "Broadbent" aircraft which was used in previous studios, 9 ) , 
arrears most suitable, because, v:e knor; approximately its first fen normal 
modes, and second, the results of this study could bo compared nith other 
studies mado Klrcady on this aircraft. 

Ev,aluation of the accelerations due to the first etructur,al mode of a 
slender aircraft flown in continuous turbulence has becn rnndc under the 
following assumptions. 

(i) Each mode, rigid or elastic, cxan be investigated separately, 
i.e. there is no coupling botvreon modes. 

( ii) Lift distribution can be found assuming piston theory, irrcs32ec- 
tive of Mach number. 

(iii) Atmospheric turbulence is one-dimensional, i.e. only variation 
of gust velocity along the chord is taken into account. 

(iv) Structural damping is neglected. 

; 

. 
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A more detailed discussion of the assumptions, together with the devclop- 
mont of the theoretical approach are i;i.ven in the Appendix. 

The numoriccl studies -;wre based on the "Eroadbent" model of a slender 
aircraft, because (i) this is the only model for which t&o normal modes have 
heon computed, (ii) the re3ulL ~3 of calculation3 can be compared with other 
studies mcde alroedy for that model. 

4 
It is known from Rcf.10, that the maximum aoroelastio renponse of the 

first structural mode occurs at low speeds, of the order of' 400 Pt set"1; at 
the same time the atmospheric J;urbulence intonsity reaches, on average, its 
maximum at low coltitude above the Ground. Therefore it is to bc sxTected that 
from a vibrations ;;oint of view, the criticcal flight regime is low speed, low 
altitude conditions. It is desirable however to investigate a3 large a range 
of ~omard speeds a3 practicable, at the same time Irefjping the dynamic pressure, 
&-VL, compatible with a specified design vs:Lue, say M = 2.2 at 50,000 f-t, 
Keeping tile abovo considerations in mind, a compromise altitude of 10,000 i't 
~3 chosen for the nurnorical calculations, 

The parCimeter8 defining the basic aircraft used in cCaLculations are 
summarised in Table I. 

As the actual su+rsoni.c trnnspori; ilocien will differ considerably from 
the aircraft model used in the prosent study, an iLttompt 4.3 mado to gonoraliso 

tho results in such El 'XLJ thit -thCy COUld , rJOl-h,z:)S, bo applied to a diffcront 
but similar configuration. 

The ccJculation3 have boon made for a range of forward speeds, keeping all 
other paramctcrs, including tho lift slope, oonstant. 
the first fundamental mode, f,,rkLch defines 

The natural frequency of 
the structural stiffness, aas 

taken to Lo 2.14 c.p.s,, which enableo tho results to be compared directly with 
the results of iccf.10. Fic;.G shovr3 the results in terms of R.fd,s, of accelor- 
ation at the wing apex, p lo-ttcd a@.nst forward spood, for a turbulence R.M,S, 
01' 1 zl; 320--'e 

. 

Fig,& sho??s the K.1,i.S. of acceleration due i;(~ the first structural mode 
only, 0-z . It can be obsorvcd that the maximum of the response in at low 

1 
speed, 3omo i+uo Pt 300 -1 , itnd decrease 3 with furthor increase in speed. This 
trond'is directly opposite to that normally cxpoctcd for the excitation of any 
mode is proportional to forward speed and thus the response is expected to 
increase Eith increasing speed, The trond illustrated in I.?i.~~.6a might be 
typical for any slender design, resulting from "tuninqt botwcen the model shape 
and tur~bulcnco pattern. To illustrate the magnitude of the accelerations duo to 
3tructwSL oscillation, tho R.M.S. value (5;* ,.ia compared in Fig,6b with Z *l 
the R,li. 8. of acoolcration due to the rigid body response on. For the calcula- 

tlorls of' o- a , oco &q&o of freedom, heaving, ~a3 assumed, (see Appendix 1, 

section 3). The neglected pitching degree of' freedom can appreciably modify the 



vdue of a;l, and thus the rigid body response values quoted are only an 

approximate indication of the order of magnitude of the accelerations to be 
expected. The tot-al acceleration R.M.S, at the wing apex is shown also and is 

corqgted 
( 

2 Cr.. + 0-z) s i,e, it is assumed that there is no interaction between 
z1 

heaving and the structural mode<'. It can be demonstrated that in tllis parti- 
cular case this assumption results in relatively small errors. 

It can be seen from Fig.6b that at low speeds the accelcrntions at the 
wing apex (pilot's cockpit) originate almost entirely from structural oscil- 
lations. Of course in other positions along the aircraft axis this contribution 
decreases rapidly, being zero at nodal points and on average some 155; of' the 
apex value in the neighbourhood of the passenger cabin. 

E.g.7 shous the spectral densities of vertical accelerations sue to 
combined rigid body and first structural modes for two fol-r-iard speeds and two 
positions slang the aircraft axis, g = 0 and c = 0*7. The two positions, 
<=Oand~= 007, may represent cren cabin, and passenger compartment or 
aircraft C.G., respectively. The curves of Fig.7 actually refer to an aircraft 
half the size of the "Broadbent" aircraft, i.e. 4 = 113'4 ft, which is more 
representative of current ideas, It can be seen that, at the aircraft nose, 
Fig,7n, and especially at the lowor speed, the peak due to structural oscil- 
lations is very large and contributes far mom to the general level of oscil- 
lations than the rigid body mode. In the passenger compartment, E = 0*7, and 
at higher speed, Fig,7b, the spectral donsitics of acceleration look quite 
conventional., To illustrate the last point, mcasurod spectral densities of 
acceleration for a Comet aircraft arc sho;;n in Zig,&. It can be seen that 
there is a great similarity bet,recn the measured Comet spectrum at the air- 
craft C.G. and the computed spcctrtim for a slender aircraft at c = 0.7 and 
high speed, indicating that in the passenger cabin area of a slcndor aircraft, 
the contribution of structural vibrations to the overall accelerations level 
should not be dissimilar from that of a conventional aircraft. 

The significance of the magnitude of accelerations predicted for a 
slender aircraft is discussed in section 3.2. 

2.3 cThe effect of airframe stiffness -* u -*WY I .es cw ----D--II-P I-. I .=a 

The effect of airframe stiffness on turbulence induced accelerations 
was investigated by repeating the calculations for two additional natural 
frequencies of the first structural mode, i.e. I.5 c.p.s. and 2.5 cIp.s.; 
other parametors were kept unchanged. 

The results of the calculations are summarised in Table 2, and plotted 
in terrils of acceleration R.Fi.S, ag‘ainst fovlrard speed, in Fig.9. It can be 
seen that the airframe stiffness has a very large effect on the structural 
accelerations in turbulent air. 

Theoreticcal considerations, (Appendix 1, section 4,)sugges-t; that the 
R,L.S, of structural accelerations should be approximately proportional to 
forriard speed V and inversely proportional to the root of damping ratio Zl, 
c-s WP ae-a..zl._m.m . I ,.-dliAsU *-*a&s- 1-*-LL1 Y--r- -,*.. .=-a.c--. Y ~~--mc.~-~~.-*W-C--. -.I.diY.wID-i-- 
::: This expression for R.M,S. response take s account of phase relations beti!een 
the modes only in an average sense but it is thought to be a reasonable 
assumption for this treatment of the iroblom. 
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for a givon value of reduced f'requcncy O,& (exwession A.26). 'Co cheek this 

approximation, and also inLanattcmptbo generalise the numerical calculations, 
a “rc~rhocd’ R.M.S. 0.L’ mccleration 

. is plotted agains t reduced frequency 1714 in Fig,iO, 

?!hcr remarkable collapse of the computed reduced acceleration R,N,S's, a: 
shonn in FigrIO, suggests that the thcorctical. approximate relationship is 
v3X.d, at least fora the ran.gc of ~~~rcmctcr:; Considcrcct, 

The overall long&h of the a.irCraf'L used 3s 
lations is 226.8 ft. 

a mod01 in the prC2:Wit CClCll- 
The actual AnC;lo-French supersonic transport design is 

expected to bc considerably smaller, and ii was thought worthlrhilc to cxtond the 
caloulations to a smallor size. A half sonlc of the "Croadbont" aircraft has 
been assumed , i.e. 6 ~7 113*& ft, other parameters rcmainini: unchanccd, C,clcu- 
lntions have bcon mndo for one airf'ramc stiffness only, and the nc.tural i'rcqucncy 
of lhc first structural mode Tias chosen to be f, z 2.5 c.p,s,, the highost frc?- 
quuncy of the previous sot of calculations, 
sl'1al10r 

more appropriate, perhaps, to thC 
airfrani~. 

The spectral dcnsiV~~ of the "r' ,.cCclcration producing input", 5 iiLl rGCcrlcU- 
la-ixd foza tllc 11c;r 
G for e 

:bngth, and is shoi;ll in JQg.lt, 
= $ G required only 

f~CtU3.lly, tilU com&tation of 

oiLlo al&g the' Cl axis 
shifting: the ori~irial curve plotted on log-log 

by 102 2and lifting it bjr log 4. 

The results of the computations arc shown in ~Eigrll plotted acains t Pornard 
speed. Tho accclurutions due TV structural. vibrations arc considerably smaller 
for the half-size airframe, cxcopt at impracticably lo\; speeds. 

An aitonpt nns made again to collapse the! oomputod results in-t;o one curve, 
taking into account airframe stiffness and damping, forward speed and airframe 
size (Appendix 1, oxprcssion A,28).Tho reduced acceleration response due to 
1 frp.3, turbulence R.X,S , in the form: 

O-.. 
? r U.?Z/. .2 

J- v e set 
-1 ,,-2 

r,e 
is plotted a:;z;ninst reduced f'.rcqucacy, 27c -aV- , in Fig.12. It can bc seen that 

the results for the smaller airframe do not colla~ac trite the previous results 
into a unique curve. Howvcr tho oolla,pso is probably good cnou& for the 
study of trends. 



2.5 The effects of wing loading L.---q -..v*.Tsc_xP *-E_.,eI--~ w * -lift slo;es-' and altitude of flii&~ 1 -* .,._ aam. a L~~*11---s.~L.s.~.~- 

It ~a3 shown in section 2.4 that the structural mode accelerations oan 
be approximately expressed in term3 of forr-iard 'speed V, damping ratio of the 
mode, 2: and also of aircraft length, 6. It is also shoal in Appendix 1, 
section 4, that the damping ratio can be approximately exzzressed in terms of 
aircraft parameters, and that the R.M.S. value of the structural aocelerations 
varies in the manner, 

To check i&c validity of expression (A.30) the computed values of C; , 2 

ft set-2 
I 

cere reduced by dividing them by the right hand side of equation 
(A.30) a;d plotting against reduced frequency n,& = 27Cf,k?/V, Fig.13. It can 

be seen that the formula (A.30) gives a very godd'collaise of 'computed points, 
predicting the effect of aircraft parameters on the acceleration response, 
except, perhaps,thc effect of aircraft size. For comparison, the modulus of 
the integrLa.l, II(Z)l ':, is plotted in tin n?me l?i~,13. The curve of reduced 
acceleration R.X.S's follow quite closely the shape of the in-i;cpal IX(fld)[, 
The derivation of the expression (A.30) took into account the dynamic properties 
of the airframe and of atmospheric turbulence, except the cff'ect of integral 
II(fX )I, thus the similarity of the curve3 of reduced acceleration and 
integral [I( in ??i.g.13 suggest3 that the ox?ression (A.30) might be valid 
for a quito wide rango of aircraft parameters, 
cl, = o.~/V stays rrithin the I/@ 

23 long as the resonant frequonoy 
rango of turbulence opootrum. 

h'or a given value of R 4, 
3 

the expression (A.30) in conjunction with Fig.13 
define3 approximately the ef ccts 
V/S, f'orward speed, 

of ,altitude, p, lift slope a, G.ng loading 
V, ‘aircraft size, G, and airframe stiffness, f, ,on the 

value of accelerations R.M.S. due to structural vibration of' the first 
structural modc in continuous turbulence. 

On the ba3i.3 of expression (A.30) an intcrcsting observation can be made 
about the effect of altitude on airfrnne vibration nccolcratiow. It has been 
suggested in Ref.ll+ that on the average, the atmospheric turbulence intensity 
cxprcsscd a3 true, not indicated, gust velocities is approLxinatcly indcpcndcnt 
of altitude, for altitude3 above say 5000 ft. 'i!herefore, assuming the true 
gust velocitie 3 invariant with altitude, a simple relstionahip be-keen accele- 
ration R.K:;.S. at altitude I-I and ncccleration R.X.S. at sea level can be 
obtained using expression (A. 30). In fact for a flight at constant indicated 
speed, thus constant CL, the ratio of acceleration R.M.S. at height, I-1, to 

that at sea level can be w.9.ttcn: 

-u_- w ~---IU.z--:--sz-L-li - . . - -L -e -  L-w -  -~~.~-.~--~El-- ~~~V.zecW __mc_z.E3 

*  Integral II(n4)l is proportional to the first structural mode excitation 
function due to turbulence at non-dimensional frequency, R4 = 2~ Z/%, see 
Appendix I, section 2.2. 
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The abovo relationship is valid outside the earth boundary layer 
turbulence i.e. for altitudes in excess of the first fc:r thousand feet. It might 
be observed that for altitudes up to some 60,000 ft, the air densities ratio 
can bo cxprosscd approximately as: 

l;ith an error of less than 1%. 

2.6 Tbo contribution 01' okor modes to the level of vibrations u-w-- __-_.~.-,_-___1_Li-."D__Y_I_Y_.n--"._*__----_Y-. 

Tho pwswt oslculations of nccclcrations duo to structural vibrations 
in turbulent air ncre msdo for the first fundamentnl modo only. It is' usually 
bcliovcd that the contribution of that modo exceeds by Par the oontribution 
from other modes. The alcndcr aircr,zft is however a now spacies in the aero- 
elastic family- of siroraft and it would be advanta(;oour to assess the order-of 
contribution from other modes to the overall level of vibrations-. This is 
possible, as a consistent, though approximate set of normal modes have been 

computed by Smith 5 for an aircraft similar to the model used in the present 
oaloulntions cjxcept for a small modification in planform, 5%~ modal shapes 
and their froquoncics arc shown in Pigs,14 to 17 for the first four syr-metrical 
modes. It oan bo socn that the first, second and even fourth modce contsin very 
little spanniso 3encling; only the third modo is prodominantly a tip bending.- : 
Where sparwisc bending is absent, the configuration can be desoribed as 
"struoturtilly slander", and is one to which the approximate analysis taking 
kiccoun.'; cKl-- d lon$.tudinnl bonding, accurstcly apLI)Plios. 

Fig.18 show a comparison boi;ireon th2 
first mode from Fii;. 145 and tho 

L shape of the centre line of the 
analytical approximation usod in the present 

study, It oan bo won that tho agrcement'is not muchworse than in l?ig,2Z; 
whore the analytical approximation was compared with' the modal shapd obtained 
from Ref.4. The'froquency of tho fundamental mode is 3*38 (5 c.p.s.5, dompared 
nit11 3.5 4% c,p;o.' +, where z is the skin thickness in inches. It is ooncluded 
therefore that the set of modes shopn in Pigs, 14 to 17 is, for practical purposes, 
consistent :lith th,e first fundamental mode used in the present study. The primary 
object of this paragraph is to msds3 ,thc,rplstivc magnitudes of accelerations 
due to structural modes in relation to the first fur&mental mode; Mlich has 
already beon discussed in some detail. Por‘tl~at~purposo~, 'some simple, sp"jjroxi- 
mntc, easy to calculate ana1ytic.a.l tippro& should zufffoe. It is shown in 
Appendix 1,scction 5, that under oortain simplifying accumptions, the nccolors- 
t&n response R.ai.3. of oath mode, 0.; , is proportional to: 

:‘L 
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(A.32) 

The integration is now along the chordwiso ad spanwise axes (E and q 
respectively) as some of the mode s contclin considerable spardse deflections. 
The above integrals were evaluated and the results arc presented in Table 3, 
below, 

TfY3LE 3 . w._,_.,.*s* 

Acceleration rcsAonse . -e-is...- ---. a-z .I .a .._I 

Relative contribution of hi&er modes at F = O&-E-~ c.z.umc.7 - Y-~w-~ WC.. -rm YI ~~i~~LU._I~~C 

S-E 

Iviode 
No. 

e- - 

1 

2 

3 

4 

.- 

Y-<-u-- *.= - .  A- 

3+s2x vk2 5-09 x lo'* 

0*92x10 
-2 

i- 

j*16 xl0 
-2 

-4*55x1o-2 9*49x1o-2 

0*31 x IO 
-2 i 0*88X10 -2 

c snzL..m.-C _I CK-I-F . _L ..a-. v c2-z.._= . . 

0.752 

0.291 

I*000 

0.387 

0.637 

0.473 

1.073 

I.247 

1'333 

DE f-m 1 %sm Crr 

-m -w II- 

VI 

.-W-E 

1'00 

2.16 

3'73 

4'17 

It can be seen that at the wing apex, none of the modes is likely to 
contribud as much as tile first fundamental mode. Including the first four 
modes increases the value of the R.11.S. acceleration, (Co.) by some 33$, 
when oompared with the accelerations due to the first mo$eT%y. 

The level of vibrations in the neighbourhood of the passenger cabin due 
to'the first structural mode is considerably less than in the aircrsft nose, 
so it vras interesting to assess the contribution of other modes to the 
vibration at a representative point, chosen to be c = 0.7, q = Q. By simple 
scal&g of the results of Table 3 by appropriate modal deflections, the 
following results were obtained: . 
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Cl--. x const. z i 
-- s-- 

IO*+!8 x IO+ 

,*62 x '3 10 
-:', 

12.F -3 
J x 10 

O*L,.l x 10-3 
.-a9~LI..~~.,.~^. 

..P.-.-n:.. . 
0-.. 

9 
.1 

f’i/f 1 

I*000 1'00 

I.033 2'14 

1405 3'73 

I *Go5 4’17 

It ccn be seen that only I;hc 3rd mode contributes appreciably to the 
total level of vibratiuns. 
c-5 = 0’7, q = 

At this particular point alone; the structure 
0) the oontribution of the 3rd modo appears to be larger than 

the conkibution of Ynr: fir:;i; Pundnment,al, 

It should be emphasised that those cstirnntes of the vibration lcvcl due 
to modes other than the firat are essentially qualitative. Ncvel*thelcss one 
is forced to a conclusion that a rnf~de involving, large, tilou&~ local deflection 
of the lif I;ing surfuco (3rd modo~ T?.~;.-lG) rlay contribute considerably to the 
0v0riL1 lcval. oi' vibrations anG thus wxno~ & priori be neglected. 

3 DISCUSSION .zd,..L. SW" n*.. 

The present study of vibrations of a slender aircraft vrhca flown in 
turbulent air covers a limit;od range of parameters. The moilcl used for the 
study is 3 slcndcr,integratcd delta aircraft of overall length of 226*8 ft; 
the full. caloulations have beon made for one altitude, 10,000 ft, one viLue of 

lift slope, a = 2 and for ono structural mode only. 

Dccause the aircraft model used for IAle present study differs considerably 
from the current supersonic transport deaign, an attempt haa been made to 
extend the calculations to cover a range o.f' parameters. It eras a hewn, in 
Pit;s.lO, 12 and 13 that tl 10 results obtained c~'?11 be applied to other altitudes, 
lift slopes, \ring loadings and structural stiffness and upproximakzly to other 
aircraft sizes. lihe only parameter which -,7au unchanged was tho gcntzalised 
guat forcing function, iEig.3. This function is an integral of a product oi' the 
modal shape, of turbulonze amplilude distribution and of associated lift 
distribution. In the oalculations, th6 simpleat ,aorodynamic theory, namely 
piston theoq, 1;Ias used. This theory, irithout doubt, overestimates the 
gcnaralis~d gust forcing function. 
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. . str1ct1y spcaklll@, the results of the present note can be applied to 
another design only if the Gust forcing function is the same, which is very 
unlikely in practice. Nevertheless it is believed, that once the structural 
and aerodynamic properties of a new, similar design are known, tnc results 
can be approximately corrected for a new gust forcing function, and thus the 
order of accelerations due to structural vibrations can be estimated from 
available results without resorting to rather lengthy numerical calculations. 
If such rough and ready estimates indicate that vibrations might be of 
dangerous amplitude, then of course, more exact calculations G.3.1 have to bo 
made, 

The present study also assesses the order of magnitude of the contri- 
butions of moden higher than the first fundamental mode. This assessment can 
probably be used for another design, at least to establish the order of 
magnitudes, as ions as the modal shapes of a new design are not too widely 
different from the shapes assumed in this work. 

It has been sho!m that the magnitude of the structural vibrations 
depends very markedly on aircraf't speed, size and stiffness, and also on 
modal shape, lift distribution, r-ring loading, overall lift slope and altitude 
of flight. Therefore, it is impossible, at the present time, to give 
cstimatos of vibrational cnvironmont for the actual supersonic transport 
design. Bonever we can study this problem on a fictitious aircraft of a 
configuration nearer to the actual design. than the basic, "Broadbent" 
aircraft. 

Let us make the following aazwngtions. 

(i) The gcncraliscd gust forcing function is the same as used in this study, 
Fig.3, It is believed that the actual SST design will have a wing of much 
shorter chord than that used here, thus the excitation due to turbulence zill 
be smaller. However the long, overhanging fuselage may produce deflections 
near the nose of larger amplitude, thus it is not inconceivable that the 
vibrations in pilot's cockpit :-fill be similar to those based on the present 
model. On the basis of the same argument, the vibrations in the passenger 
compartment should be smeller. 

(ii) The other parameters defining the s. S.T. aircraft arc as follo~rs: 

I-1 = 1000 rt altitude 

.4 = 150 ft aircraft lcngtn 

v/s = 50 lb ft-2 I-ring loadins, light conditions 

a = 3.4 aircraft lift slope; low speed condition 

f, = 2 C*P.S. frequency of the first structural mode. 

Referring to lXg.13; the maximum "rcduccd" response will occur at 
reduced frequency, ,2x f,e/v of about 6.7, nhich for assumed values of f, 
and 5 gives the forward 

-, 
speed for maximum "reduced" response of 281 ft set , 
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As the actual, non-reduced, response depends on speed, the maximum response 
rrill occur at speed slightly higher than 281 ft sec'l. Let us assume then that 

th12 forirardspocd is V- 3OOft scs-' -) ,I (13 kts true or 175 kts indicated, probably 
the lowest indicated speed at which this aircraft would normally fly. The 
value of the rcduccd frequency at 300 ft scc'~ is then 6'28 and the reduced 
response from Fig.13 is 

6.05 x 10'~ 
. (S.l> 

Substituting the appropriate values for aircraft parameters into 
c~ression (3.1), the value of R.1ii.S. 
obtained: 

of acceleration at the wing apex is 

Cr.. 
-2 

z 
= 1'23 ftsoc ," :cx 

1 
lO-2 in g units . (3.2) 

Adding 335 for tile contribution of other 
R.M.S. of vertical acceleration at the Ring apex due to I ft see'1 turbulence 
R.L.S, is about: 

elastic modes the total value oftie 

(cfgTOT 2 5.3 x lo+ in g units at E = 0 ; 

with a predominant frequency at 2 c.p.s. 

The ri.&d body contribution, 
can be neglected. 

being at this speed about 0.5 x 10B2 in g, 

Forforming similar calculation for tho point e = 0*7, representing the 
passenger cabin, VC obtain: I 

(U;jToT 2 I.4 X lOa in (7 units g = 0.7; 

t 
with two predominant froquencics, 2 c.p@s, and about 7 c.p.s. 

. In order to appreciate t!le significance of the values of R.M.S. of 
vertical acceleration calculated above, we have to specify both tho expected 
intensity of atmospheric turbulence rind the nccoptable limits of the vibrational 
accclcrations. 
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Using data from Ref.13, the following values for turbulence intensity 
at 101~ altitude can be assumed: 

averago turbulence c~\.~ s 3'8 ft set-' , wind speed IO-15 kts. 
g 

heavy turbulence 0' 
n 

= 7*0 ft sea-', wind speed ,+. 30 kts. 
's 

The above values apply to heigh ts of the order of 200 ft above the terrain, 
corresponding to the last phase of landing approach. 

Using the above values of atmospheric turbulence intensity, the values of 
acceleration R.&S. have been estimated and. are tabulated below. 

R.K. s. of vertical acceleration in "$ 
1-I .X, 1000 ft 

o*ops g 

The endurance limits of the human body to vertical vibrations has been 
studied extonsivoly in connection with land transport, though the available 
data are not readily applicable to aircraft. h good summary of vibration 
studies applicable to ground vehicles can be found in Ref.15, from r;ihich it 
can be deduced that at 2 c.p.s., a@itudes of 0*08 to 0*1G g are at the upper 
limit of comfort and amplitudes in excess of On5 - 006 g are intolerable. 

Flight experience with a rigid aircraft at high speed 14 suggests the view 
that R.K.S. values of vcrticol accelerations of the or&or of O*l g can be 
regarded as "slight", 0*2-003 g as "heavy" ,and above 0.3~ as "very heavy" and 
probably unacceptable. 

Notess,ReP.11, suggests boundaries of the time of exposure against intensity 
of vibrations and some are reproduced from that refcrcnce in Fig.19. ; 

The vibrational tolerance data from all three sources are reasonably 
consistent, and remembering the dislike of the human bodjr to frequencies around 
4-5 c*p.s.'4, a rough boundary of the vibrational tolerance can be stipulated. 
For the purpose of the present study let us define these boundaries as follows: 
for the duration of a few minutes, vibrations with R.1A.S. values up to 0'3 g 
can bc tolerated, probably without any deterioration in pilot's performance, 
although they nil1 be objectionable to passengers, Vibrations i-lith R.M.S. 
values of O-5 Q define the upper boundary, beyond which a pilot may not bo able 
to operate satisfactorily, 

. 
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Referring to Table 5, we can see that at approach qeeds, when the 
vibrational environment is expected to be worst, the comfort of passengers 
should be satisfactory even in hcsqy turbulence (O*lg R.M.S.). The environ- 
ment of the pilot however :is not so satisfactory. In heavy turbulence, the 
R.M.S. of normal accelerations r!:zy \:ell exceed the stipulated limit of 0*3 6, 
and thus 1aa.y impair his capacity forhandling the aircraft in this critical 
manoeuvre. 

Increasing the approach cnccd, at least in the case considered in here, 
is doubly beneficial, as not only does it decrease the handling difficulties 
in turbulent air, but it fiso reduces the level of vibrations experienced by 
the pilot, 

A study has been narlc of the ncroelastic response to turbulent air of 
a slender aircraft, the responses of Illsin -interest being the vertical 
accelerations exporicnccd by pansengers and orew, 

The "Broaclbont" aircraft was u:;cd, as a basic model, as this is the only 
configuration for which the elastic properties are sufficiently knovm. An 
attempt ;-Jas made to generalize the results, so that the ef'fects of forrrard 
s;iieed, airfrar?.e stiffness, wing loading, lift slope, flight altitude and of 
aircraft size can be investigstcd. 

It has been shovn %hat for a slender aircraft configuration, tncre 
exists a forward speed i!or which i.he accelerations due to vibrations in first 
stmo kural mode arc naxiwm. Jncrcasiq or decreasing speed from thiz critical 
speed decreases considerably the amplitudes of vibrations in contrast to a 
GOXV~:ntiOild. tircraf t , 

TllC cI'.fccts oi" Ibe riGid body and 3 higher symmetric structur,al modes 
were approxinstoly evaluated by further c<alculations. 

The results have beon applied to an aircraft with psr‘ameters similar to 
those of possible SST design, and the intensity of vibrations for this aircraft 
estimated. For this particular aircraft, the speed for the maximum vibrational 
response in the first structural node (2 c,p.s.) is very ion being about 180 kts. 
It should bc realiced that reducing aircraft size and sirframo stiffness reduces 
also the spocd for mnximw rosponso, For example asswing tho aircraft length 
to be 120 f-t, and structur,al frequency I.6 c.p.s. the speed of maximum response 
is about 100 kts and is thus outside tile flight envelope. 

The estimated vnlucs ot vibration levels indicate that although passenger 
comfort should not bo noticeably affcctcd by structural vibration, the 
vibrations in the pilot's cabin are of ,somo concern. In heavy turbulence, the 
estimated R.M.S. value of vertical accelerations in the pilot* a cabin is in 
cxceas of 0*3 g which, i-i; is thou~:ht, may ‘affect pilots cffioiency, already 
strained by the h,andliq; difficulties in turbulent conditions. 

It should be cmphasicd that the present calculations indicate only trends 
and tho order of the vibration intensity on the actual SST design. Relatively 
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small changes in the assumed values of parameters, such as airfmm stiffness, 
nay considerably modify the vrholo picture. 

Nevertheless, the present results should. serve as a warning, that the 
vibratiorld properties of the SEX' design, m.y, in some circwstamccs, affect 
the operationd. utilisation of the aircrzt't, 

It is stron&ly advised, th3-t calculations similar to those on the 
present p&per, be made on the actu,d design 123 soon as the required structur~al 
information is available. 

The present study discusses only the verticnl mceleratiolis. It i3 

known that the lateral accelerations play a very ir:portant part in defining 
the acceptable environment of passengers and crm. A study of lateral 
vibrations should be made as soon as the nocesmxy informtion is availrtble, 

a lift slope 

1 

A = 
s 

cos ncE; x i?, x c a.g 

0 1 
i. 
I 

integrals defining excitation of the 
structur,:l UO~O due to sinusoidd, gust 

fi 

EI 

ckmping coefficient in the characteristic 
equation of the first structurd clod0 set' 2 

stiffness coefficient in the characteristic 
cqwtion of the first structural mode, sot -1 

cocfficiont defining the gust excitation of 
tiic first structurd. Iaode, sec'l 

undamped naturd frequency of the ith mode, 
c.peS. 

stiffness (equal to nodulus of elasticity x nornent of inertia) 

b” acceleration due to gm,vity,ft set -2 



spectral density of atmospheric turbulence 

altitude, P-t 

modulus of the integ%l defining the exoitation of 
the atruotural mode due to sinusoidal gust 

G oonstant 

spectral gust alleviation factor 

incidence function 

aircraft length, i't, in this payer being equal to 
wing centre chord 

turbulence scale, ft 

.genernlised mass 

masa per unit length of airoraft, 81U&3 

im3.g area, ft* . 

time, aec 

foI?*,ard apecd, true, f-t ac?c -1 

aircraft weight, lb 

gist velocity, ft set -1 

IKOXKL~~~~C~ function defining ith modal shape, 
w&0,0) :; 1 

Zi(E;,ll,-t) = “i(~,~) x s,(t)dofloction in ith mode 

'i( t> time dependent defleotion of ith mode 

a inoidenoe 

. 
5. 

damping ratio of ith atruotural mode (Appendix 1, 
exprenaions A.162 end A,l6b) 

. rl non-dimensional spar~iae coordinate 

tllrbulonca wavelength, ft 

mass parameter 
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E 

P 

o- 

non-dimensional chorYZlxi.se coordinate 

air density, slug ft -3 

R.M.S. value of given quantity specified by subscript 

skin thickness, inches 

spectral density of a fquantit;r specified by subscript 

spectral density of "acceleration producing input" for first 
StrLlC turel mode 

w. = 2x 1 fi 

w.* 1 

space frequency of turbulence, ft -1 

frequency,scc -1 

undamped natural freouencg oi 
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undamped natural frequency of ith structural mode including 
aerodynamic stiffness, set -'I (Appcndi:: 1, expressions A.lGa and 
A,l6b) 

Subscripts 
21. 1 

,. z i 
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i 

TOT 
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pertaining to 
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3 
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APFENDU( r -%,ww.m,: 

$HEORY 

1 TIEORETICArJ APPROACH c rL W-Y mm---w- 

The complete linear equations of motion for an aircraft with many degrees 
of freedom due t;o vertical mst velocity w can bc written as: 

G 

where [A] is a matrix of inertia coefficients 

CBI 11 aerodynamic damping coefficients 

Ccl 

[El 

11 acroflynamic stiffness coefficients 

11 elastic stiffness coefficients (may include out 
of phase components due to internal friction) 

I31 II aerodynamio oocffioients due to gust 

and qi is a generalised co-ordinate of ith mode. 

The solution of (1) requires large computational effort and can only be 
ju3tifiod if the inertia,elastic and aerodynamic ooefficicnts are known or can 
be estimated with reasonable accur;Lcy, 

At the present moment no acrodznamic and structural proporties of the actuel 
slender aircraft design are known, thus it is not possible to study the 
vibrational properties of this particular aircraft. To by-pass these difficul- 
ties and, at tile same time, to retnin continuity in the aeroelastic studies, we 
will use a model as studied originally by Broadbentl. Furthermore, to faoilitato 
3 comparison \riIh tho results of other worl;s491°, we will retain the simplicity 
of aerodynamic piston theory, irrespective of Mach number. 'Jndor the above 
simplifying and crude assumptions, an attempt to obtain tho solutions of the full 
equations (I) is probably not justified and some simple, less laborious method 
rG.11 suffice, 

The follovring general assumptions are made: 

(I) Each mode, rigid body or elastic, aan be investigated separately i.e. 
there is no coupling; between modes. It lr7a.s sho!;n in Ref.4. that the frequenoy 
and damping of the first structural. mode are only slightly altered by the rigid 
body mode. 

(2) In order to simplify the computation, piston theory is usod, irrespective 
of Mach numbor. It is assumed that the incrementtallocsllift is proportional to 
the local incidence, either due to structural distortion or due to gust. The 
constant of proportionality, say a, is the same for all wing stations and equal 
to the overall lift slope, I 
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(3) Atmospheric turbulence is one dimensional ipc. only the variation of 
turbulence velocities along the flight axis Trill be considered. This is 
equivalent to can assumption that the aircraft span is small comparing with 
turbulence scale. This assumption can be justified zhen remembering that the 
span of tho aircraft in question is less tharl 90 ft. 

(4) The damping due to friction within the structure is neglected. 

(5) Th e vibrations due only to one elastic mode nil1 be studied in some 
dctsil. It can be shain, that in general, the lovcl of vibrc.tions is defined 
mainly by response of the first fundsmcnt,al mode. The order of the effect of 
other modes on the vibrational onvironmcnt will be investigated also. 

The parameters defining the basic aircraft used in numerical studies are 
shown in Table 1 , The numerical values of these psrnmcters are those used in 
previous amoelastic r; tudiesq,2,'e,10. The planform, modrtl shape, mass and 
stiffness distributicns are illustrated in Fig.;, The values of the integrals 
defining the gencrclised mass and ~encralised aerodynamic f OXTt?S for the first 
fundamental mode we also present& in Table I, 

2.1 Eountion cf motion SY..%Pli~N,.IW 1 --,."%a c .a 

The equntion of motion for ith fw-&montjl mode alone and neglecting 
structural druqing in rcsponsc to vertic,C!. gust w is* . 

g 

= ;pvne2 
ss 

l:rg ‘;pq ag ; 

00 
*...(A,2) 

riherc , in gcnekl., the gust velocity 1; is a function of non-dimensional span- 
r-As e I Tr ar-d chord&so :i; coordinates 5-d of -Limo t. 

The mod,al displnccmont, ui, is also in general a function of 7-j and & 
coordinates, 

IJi is 5 Generalised mass in ith h70aO defined as: 

-i 1 
/- 

Id i = o d m(q,E) i-7: aq a.g 
s 

rlhere m(q,c) is a mass distribution. 
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The,equation (A.2) is dorived under an assumption that the deflection 
of structure, in ith mode, say Z.(T&, t) CDJ~ be split into time dependent, 
z,(t), and time independent, mod&l shape, yri(q,E) parts. It follows that: 

Zi(~,F,,t) = ni(~,~> ‘iCt) l (A.4) 
.  

In the application to the first fundamental mode the equation (A.2) can 
i ' be simplified. It is assumed that for this mode the sp,arwise deflections can 

be ne&ectcd, Pius the model shape is a function of chordnise cootinate only. 
The modal shape for the first fundamental mode is shown in Fig.2 and was 
obtained from Ref.&. To simplify the computation an ardyticd 
for v, nas found: 

approximation 

Circled points in Pig.2 dcf'inc the sp?roximsted modal shape. 

For the triangular planform used in present calculations, 
dimensional elementcJ, area dn d5 ccan bc expressed as follows: 

Thus for first fundamental mode the oqustion of motion, is 
terms of chordwise coordinate E only, and substituting equation 
(A.2) the f'olloning equation is obtained: 

(A.5) 

Fig.2, the non- 

expressed in 
(A, 6) into 

1 = pS aV s N t‘~ E de ; (A,7) 
\ 6 1 

0 

Dividing .$he equation (A.7) by the generalised mass hl and substituting 
the numerical values for integrals as given in Table 1, the'equation of motion 
for first fundamental mode including numerical constants is obtained. 



2.21 GeneraILioed &"sa$- 
c F-a-.%.>E .Y , .  a/_,.-_ 

~Bo~~cag 

The rigllt lianC1 side of cquatlon (R.8) zives an e:~rossion for first mode 
excitation force due to tui%ulcnCC. To compute t;his force x8 need t0 

evaluate thta integral 

nhcre Y:' 
time, t! 

i:: a gust velocity, In qcnersl. the gust velocity is a function of 
and 71 and tY coordinetes,but under the prcscnt; assumption it is a 

fum tica 0P g and t only, 

Fw the study of rcsponscs to continuous turbulence x;e need to evaluate 
the integral (~1.9) for a range of frequencies (or navclcngths), For an air- 
craft flying viitn fos~ard speed V, the ewressl 'on for sinusoidd gust of space 
frequency R 2x3 a.mplitude 1-7 

G’O 

f'or any point don< it3 g axis can be nril;ten: 

(MO) 

The apace fi~cq~~cncy Cl, is rclnto6 to circular frequency 0, se2 
-1 or to 

gust r-i;waxi~-ll1 x, 5% by the fol1oxi.n~: I 
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I sin(RVt + 9) = - A(U) sin CNT + B(C2.C) cos Wt (W3) 

It c&n be seen from (11.15) that the generalised gust force has two 
oomponwrts, one in phase rrri-th the gust at the reI”cronco point (in this case 
KiIlg apox), the 0Q~er out Of phase. 

For the present study of resl)onse of one mode only, we are interested 
only in the modulus squared of the integral I, tk..s in the ~$Luo of 

The evalunted values of integrals A(W) and B(W) and of the moilulus of 
integral 1(124) are show1 in 3'ig.J. 
integral I(n) arc3 presented, 

The two components A(SX) snd B(n4) of the 
as they might be useful for further more com- 

prehensive stuciics. lil present application only values of II( are required. 

I-I s'coI~~,~ 11s pc!irlti>d cut t?.:, t for 111~k:ul~~l~e ::avelcn;d,hs h, smaller th,m 
the aircraft dieionsion, ,say 4, the assumption of one dimensional turbulence 
islosing its validity. !L%US for hi&er frequencies (shorter wavelengths) the 
present calculations overeskimnte the turbulenoo excitation forces. The curves 
of values of i.ntegrllZs shomn in lQ.3 arc drarm as interrupted curves for frc- 
quencies where, it is believed, these values are substantially in error, due to tho 
assumption of one dimensional turbulcnca, 

2.3 Solution of the e=tion of motion .e>m.,mw.. c .P.--.,-.,,-,.. -a- --m.. /c 1.3 

Su3stituting the expression (A.13) for the integral of the generalised gust 
forcing function into equation (A.8) and rearranging torms,an equation of motion 
of the first fundamental moc?e due to sinusoidal gust of amplitude w and 
spaoe frequonoy R is obtained: e0 

. . . . z +bpT I "1 +cz " 
1 

a(- A sin '2Vt + I3 ~6s nVt) 17 

go 

(A.15) 
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b = 1’774 x -1 
e ; set 

% 

2 -1 
C = (J] 

’ 

i 

The equation (A.15) can he written in terms of damping ratio Z,, and 

r 

(A.16) 

z 

naturd frequency Wli' of the first struoturd mode 

. . 
=I + 2 <, 0;:: i, + (cq2 z, = d (- A sin nVt+ Bcos Wt (Ll5a) 

0 

where 

(A.16a) 

In some applications, the aerodynamic contribution to the naturd 
frequency of the structur,sl mode can be neglected and then the frequency and 
damping ratio can be approximately expressed as: 

(A&b) 

Comparison of the full solutions given in Table 2 with the values of 
damping given by the approximate expression (A.lGb) indicates that this 
expression overestimates the damping, with an error of the order of IO& 
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The non-dimonsional mass parnn~cter 

(A.17) 

. ~EEIJIE~~~ defining rigid body response of a 
, except that for slender aircraft the reference length 

is the aircraft length 4 and not the mean wing chord E. 
i 

The steady state solution of equation (A,15) gives the modulus squared 
frequency rc3pons'= tr function of displkcmont z 

1 
: 

I (A.18) 

whore ~I(flc)12 is defined by expression (A.14). 

The spectral dcnzity of the accelerations of z, coordinate for I ft set-' 

turbulence 12.M.S. @; (n), is obtained by multiplying equation (A.18)by 

w 4 = (CW)" and by th2; spoctr:al density of atmospheric turbulence, taken as: 

. 

and the FoLlo~Cng expression results: 

(AJ9) 

&,* (0) = $5 l ze--LL- Irn___O 
9 - (rm)*J2 + (bm)2 i iiJ2) f+- II(nc)l’j 

CT2 
(A&Q) 

[c ng 

(dimensions: (f't set-2)2 per rad ft"' per ft see-' z ft set -2 
> 

The above expression for spectral density of accelerations of the first 
mode is irrittcn as a product of I;GO terms. 
an aircr,af% admittzance and is 

The first term may be regarded as 
a function only of aircraft parameters, such as 

foward speed V, frequency of tlio modo, w, 
The second term, in curly brackets, 

(stiffness), and ma33 parameter, p 
defines the input of atmospheric turbulen% 

<and is related to 'he aircraft only through the function I(CY,) which in turn 
depends on the modal shape , lift distribution and tircrcaft size. In the study 
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of the effects of forward speed, airframe stiffness, lift slope, wing loading, 
the expression in curly bracket3 is oonstant and can be regarded as a 
'!speotrum density of acceleration producing input" of the first mode say 
a, 0-a. 

iqnc) = !sLJ f14 II(n&)1* l 

o-* 

(A.21) 

wg 

This, so defined function Q,, is plotted in Fig.4 for two sizes of the 
aircraft defined by its mode shown in X2.2. The curves of Pi.g,l+ were com- 
puted assuming the scale of turbulence, L = 1000 ft. The choice of turbulence 
scale is not critical in the present application, a3 the vibrational response 
covers the wavelengths range of turbulence v{ell inside the inertial subrange, 
where the spectrum shape i s independent of the assumed turbulence scale, JJ. 

The expression (A.20) . was aotually modified at low frequencies to allow 
for rigid body response, as discussed in the following section. This effect of 
rigid body response although noticeable for the struotural deflection response, 

3 
is negligible for the acceleration response, 'i 

I" 

It can be seen from Fig.4 that the "aoceleration producing input" for 
the first struotural mode has peaks corresponding to a "tuning!' between the 
mode deflection shape and turbulence waves, thus the spectral density of 
vibrations will have at least tuo peaks, one corresponding to a true resonance 
at structural frequency f, c.p.s. and other (or others) at frequency 

f Yl where R ext. = z peak' peak is the space frequency corresponding to a peak 

in Fig.4. 

From integration of the spectral density function,oquation(A.20), vrith 
respect to R, a value of R.M.S. acceleration at reference point (ning apex in 
here) for A ft set -1 turbulence R.M.S. can be found. By varying values of 
parameters in the first term of equation (R.20) the effects on vibration level 
of forvrard speed, structural stiffness, lift slope and wing loading can be 
investigated. 

The analysis of structural response to atmospheric turbulence neglecting 
the rigid body response,overesttinatos the excitation at low frequencies. 
Neglecting rigid body degree3 of freedom is equivalent to restraining the 
structure at the nodal lines of the structural mode in question. The rigid 
body response ,alleviates the aotual incidence e=erienced by the wing and for 
frequencies approaching zero, the excitation of the structural modes approaches 
zero also, 
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It ivas thought worthwhile to assess the order of the effect of rigid body 
respo~e on the structural vibrations response. At the same time, the ~~ccelera- 
tions due to turbulence in the rigid body mode could be estimated for comparison 
with the sccolerations due to struotursl vibration. 

As oLLy an order of magnitude is required, simplified oklculations were 
made, neglecting pitching and unsteady aerodyn,amics. It should be pointed out, 
that the pitchin g dogreooffreedom has an appreciable effect on the calculated 
accelerations in rigid body modes of a slender aircraft, The pitching effect 
on the nccelorations of structural modes is negligibly small, as the overall 
effect of rigid body response on structural vibration is very small. 

The rcletionship betxeen the R.M.S. of' normal acceleration of rigid body, 

O-23,) 
and botwecn turbulence R.M.S., c ccan be written: w 

Q 

(A.22) 

where I\: 
SP 

is a spectral gus-l; alleviation factor. 

klrin~ the folloning assumptions: 

(i) pitching degree of frocdom is neglected 

(ii) unsteady aerodynamics are neglected 

(iii) the aircraft size i3 small in comparison with turbulence scale, 

The spectral gust CLlcviation is defined: 

‘% 

where 11Cai2 is modulus square of inoidonce function given by: 

1Ka12 = . 

(~23) 

(~.24) 
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It is seen that under the above assumptions the spectral gust allevi- 
ation factor IC SP is a function of turbulence spectrum shape and of aircraft 
parameter 

and thus is independent of forward speed. 

The incidence fuwtion (A,&) defines the incidence experienced by the 
wing in turbulence a s alleviated by aircraft heaving motion, thus can be used 
to estimate the effect of rigid body response on the excitation of structural 
mode. kltiplying the spcctr,al density of turbulence, G(R), by the modulus 
square of incidence function !Ka12, we obtain a modified spectrum, spectrum 

of the actual vertical air velocity as experienced by the wing surface, This 
treatment is only approximate, and can only be allowed when there is no 
appreciable coupling between rigid and structural modes. 

The effects of the rigid body response on the excitation of struOtUrdl 
mode is small, being noticeable for the deflection response, but negligible 
for the acceleration response. These effects are illustrated in Fig.5. 

4 DISGWSION OF THE SOLUTION OF ErjUATION OF LiOTION -a- m-.-e._.-sY ._ E. .lw‘ZZ -..zs. *-. A. 1 -r s. .n.. c .-.. z C. &‘z.*-4c I _s 2 . .--s--u 

The expression for the spectral density of accelerations of z, 

coordinate, equation (A.20) indicates that the value of acceleration R.M.S. 
of 2 I v;ill depend on values of aircraft parameters defining the admittance 

function and on value of the exoitati.onfLliloLion, Q,, equation (A.21). For a given 

modal shape, lift distribution and turbulence scale, the values of excitation 
function 9, depend on the aircraft size, 8, only. 

It can be shown that integration of the spectral density of second order 
system response to input spectrum as used in present paper (equation A.19) 
gives the R.K.S. value proportional to l/\Ti: hence: 

bL25) 

where parameter d is defined by expression (h.16) and C 
1 

is damping ratio of 

structural oscillations (A,lGb). For given v,aluos of pg and 4, the expression 

(A.25) c,an be written as: 
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The validity of approximation (A,2G) . was demonstrated by numerical 
oalculntions, results of rihich are shoi-m in Fig.10. 

The approximate effect of aircraft size, 4, could not be expressed so 
simply, but it i7as found empirically that for the range of parameters used in 
present study the value of acceleration R.IJ,S. is roughly proportional to the 
root of aircraft length 4% 

Combining; the e,xpressiono (A.26) with (h.27) ne obtain the f'ollo~ring 
expression for ncceleration R.1d.S. 

o-.. cu 
% 

v i.4. . (A.28) 
1 G 5 

The dogree of validity on I approximation (A.28) is illustrated in Fig.12. 

The approximation (A.28) i3 not oonvenient for practical applications as 
it contains acamping ratio c the value of rrhich is usually not known, 

Neglecting aerodynamic stiffness contribution the damping ratio can be 
approximately nritten 3s: 

Combining the approximations (k,l6b) with (A.25) and (A.27) a further 
approximation for RO*M.S. acceleration of the structural oscillations is 
obtained 

The approximation (A.30) gives a relationship between the acceleration 
R.1I.S. and relevant aircraft pCL??mloters, 

1)~ (A.30) 
The degree of approximation given 

is shovm in J?igol~. The results of calculations presented in Fig.13 
allow an approximate extrapolation of the numerical results Given on this paper 
to values of aircraft par,amcters other than those used in here. 

A method V,W, required, by which the order of ms;;nitude of the response 
of modes other than first to turbulent air can be ostimated ?;sith a minimum of 
oom~utational eff3rt. 



The method was developed by vrhich a response in ith mode relative to 
response in first mode can be estimated. The following simplifying assumptions 
were made: 

(i) The overall Last excitation of any mode is proportional to the 
excitation of this mode at zero frequency. Thus only one integral 

has to be evaluated. 

(ii) The R.ki,S. value of response is proportiond 
appropriate transfer function at resonant frequency Wi = 

of the turbulence spectral density at this frequency, Ri. 

to the value of the 
fliV and to the value 

Under these assumptions and usirg equation (A.2), the R.M.S. of zi 

coordinate acceleration is proportional to: 

(,J-.. - z i 
=$- [G(n,)]+ fl; l 

i 

A$ a given speed V and remembering that at structural frequencies 

[G(L)jz - + ) the above expression reduces to: 
i 

11 

JS 
ITi a-q ag 

CT.. - 
2. 

1 

i"-i"-.- sa--a... . 

'S J 
0 0 

(A.32) 

(A.31 > 

The expression (~32) states that the R.M.S. of accelcrstion response of 
ith modo due to continuous turbulence is proportional to the tt&ulonce cxci- 
ttl-tion of this moat (- at ecro frcquoncy) rand inversely proportional to the 
damping of that mode. 

Dy comparing the value of expression (A.32) for ith mode with corres- 
ponding value for the first mode, the relative contribution to the overall 
vibration level of this particular mode can be estimated, by evaluating the 
ratio G; /C; . 

2 4 
l. ’ 
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TABLE 1 L L.mr1 __I..,, 

Parameters used in nuaerical u-r-.~~-.-.-.-c-.T,L-.--.: study- definin~the basic aircraft I .--ma ̂ ._LSN3 *Y.--Y. S1J I I Fa _I .-v _I -=- m es -n 

h-eight iii = 695,000 lb 

wing area s = 10,000 ft2 

aircraft length e = 226.8 ft 

max. wing depth d = 12 fi; 

wing loading 7,-;; = 69*5 lb ftS2 

lift slope a = 2 

altitude of flight I-1 = 10,000 rt . 

mass parameter i-l 
z 

= 5’43 

4q.i = 2 i7 / s . * L..-** 
E; 6 P" 

= 1230 f-t 

frequency of first mode f, = 2'14 c.p.s. (varied) 

Psrame ters dEd?iltiilg the r~eneraliscd forces of first struatuzil mode "-xe-rra--m _. - ~~J_vL~.. e-**.*zw-*-a - ai-- _.- s.fx-s-P ue_p____-I_. 

longitudinal mazs distribukion m(lz) = IO*57 z (1 - g) g* 

plus concentrated mass of 0.1195 2 a-I; c = 00889 
G 

longitudixil stiffness distribution EJ: = 2 2 ,5 z dfax E TE(~*~E~-~O*~~E~+~*OOE;)~ 

frequency or" first mode 

modal shape 

f, = 3.5 d-7; c.pos. 

1 

. pnerczlised mass 

aerodynamic stiffness 
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aerodynamic amping 

0 

1 

turbulence excitation 
(at zero frequency) s 

c w I itr; = 0.0382 

0 
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FIG. I. EXCITATION OF ELASTIC MODE OF A SLENDER AIRCRAFT BY A CONTINUOUS 

TURBULENCE. EXCITATION “TN I NG” BETWEEN PARTICULAR WAVELENGTH AND 

MODAL SHAPE. 



(a) WING PLANFORM. 

0 
0 O-2 o-4 O-6 O-8 l-0 

(b) LONGITUDINAL MASS DISTRIBUTION. 

FIG. 2. WING PLANFORM, LONGITUDINAL MASS AND 

STIFFNESS DISTRIBUTIOhJS AND THE SHAPE OF 

FIRST FUNDAMENTAL MODE. 



(C) LONGITUDINAL STIFFNESS DISTRIBUTION. 

0 W,‘c 1-2~15~-2~3&p+4~/5$ 

0 

/ 

(d) THE SHAPE OF FIRST FUNDAMENTAL MODE. 

FIG. 2 (CONTO> 
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(a). COMPONENTS IN AND OUT OF PHASE WITH SINUSOIDAL GUST 

AT REFERENCE POINT (WING APEX) 

(a). COMPONENTS IN AND OUT OF ‘PHASE WITH SINUSOIDAL GUST 

AT REFERENCE POINT (WING APEX) 

, 

. 

FIG. 3. INTEGRALS DEFINING GENERALISED GUST FORCING 
FUNCTION FOR THE FIRST FUNDAMENTAL MODE PLOTTED 
AGAINST REDUCED FREQUENCY, we/, . (PISTON THEORY) 
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6,) FOR FIRST FUNDAMENTAL MODE. 
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FIG. 6. THE EFFECT OF FORWARD SPEED ON THE ACCELERATION 

R.M.S. AT THE WI NG APEX. 
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(a) ACCELERATIONS AT 
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FIG.7 SPECTFAL DENSITY OF ACCELERATION FOR TWO SPEEDS AND TWO LOCATJONS 
ALONG THE AIRCRAFT AXIS (4Z = (13-4 FT., f,=z.5 c.p. s., l-l = lO,OOOFf.) 
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FORWARD SPEED, v, FT. SEC.-!,TRUE. 

FiG.9. THE EFFECT OF AIRFRAME STIFFNESS ON THE VERTICAL 
ACCELERATIONS OF FIRST STRUCTURAL MODE DUE TO 

TURBULENT AIR, 6wg=I FT SE&T WING APEX, 9 0) 
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FIG. IO. *REDUCED’ ACCELERATION OF FIRST STRUCT MODE 
DUE TO TURBULENT AIR. COMBINED EFFECTS OF FORWARD 

SPEED AND AIRFRAME STIFFNESS, 
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FIG. 12. ‘rREDUCED* ACCELERATION OF FIRST STRUCK MODE 
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FIG.IS.SECONO NORMAL MODE BASED ON INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS. 
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FIG.17 FOURTH NORMAL MODE BASED ON INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS. 
fs= 140 12 t/7 c.p.s. REF.5 
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